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WHEN I WAS ASKED to contribute an article on poetry to this jour
na19 I assented readily; too readily, it seems because it soon 
appeared that I had nothing to sa:y. I theref'ore resolved to gen
erate an opinion as quickly as .possible and accordingly, one eve
ning ·when -friends had come to visit 1 about midnight I turned the 
conversation aside from certain matters of importance to poetry. 

We were .fouri there were present, besides myself, a CaJiow Youth, 
a Morose Enthusiast . and a Platonist. I transcribe the dialogue 
as faithfully as memory serves •• 4 

"I shou.ld think that subject worked outn, said the Youth list
lessly<> "Everyone · sheds light on poetryon 

t»Ll..ght?n cried I$ "It seems more to me, if I may continue your 
metaphor, that they all emit a continuous spectrum of nonsense. 
ruve examined them all, from the rhapsodes whom Socrates ques
tioned to the wandering sophists who lecture at St. John 1s, and 
there is not one word · or sense to be found in any of ~hem - not 



one s :L1'-).e wc:c cL. At least I can v t find it . rt 

11 Then what makes you think we can do any better in half-an-hour? 
fretted the Youth ~ 

nperhaps because of the superiority of genuine dialectic to mere 
exposition, 1• I rep1ied loftily . 

0 Hah f" int erjected t he :platonis t scornfully ; trthe plain fact is 
that you haven tt the foggiest not ion whether or not dialectic is 
really a super ior method. I n f act, I rather suspect that you 
t hink it is not . But i t coes make a wonderful excuse for you to 
avoid the archi tectonic rigors of composition ~!! 

rtAnd another thing, 11 persisted t he Youth; rrr have a dreadful feel
ing that you are going t o play Socrates again , Hofr can you do 
that if you are as i gnorant a s you say you are about~, poet ry? · And 
J21..~?:.e_~ don 1t tell me again about Socrates ' ttmaentic art 11 or what
ever t hat tiresone word was . " 

i:::elax, 1
t said the Plat onist ,, 11 We won ' t need to know much to 

t he ridiculous t hings you 1ll say~ " 

nr am t he most humble of me ' II I WC'. S beginning to say to the Youth 
when the Platonist interr upt ed again and said, ttYou 've got an 
awful lot to be humble about . tt 

n1 am the most humble of me , 11 I r epeated :1 successfull y dissembling 
my vexation; nyou nus t un derstarid t hat I push nyself f orward ·· to 

play Socrates strictly on logical grounds ., · circumst ances require 
that I should exploit your opinion about poe t ry rather than you 
mine ~ And i f in the cour se of doing s o , I appear to put myself 
in t he position of judging what you say , it is only because hype~
modern logic permits me t o characteri ze ;z..our statenents as true or 
false , _(nor meaningl e ss, 11 said t he Pl atonist ) but for bids me to do 
the same t o my oi;.m, on pain of t a.Ld.ng nonsens e,, But let' s get 
Won 1 t someone say something about poe t ry?11 

n1 can 1 t under stand why you ' re having- any diff iculty!) 11· replied the 
~o:ith. nwha t ' s w.r.ong wi :t h ·wordS1·.rort h I s definit ion which says' I 
i ~hink, that "poet r y is eraot ion recollected in t r anqu_ll l i t yrr? That 
seems to me t o f it every case of genuine }Joe t r y. rr · 

rri.:ell, 1
t l r eplied, rtthat seems very good . Tell me, does your defin

ition fi t Lucret i us whom I have seen you reading so often 

nAs a matter of fa et, no ,n r eturned t he Youth c. "Wordsworth cer
tainl y di d no t have anything like Lucreti us in mind ." l;ut of course 
Lucret ius is not really poetry a t a l.L I t"s a scientific t reatise 
which is merel y written i n verse like t he works of Heraclitus, 
Parmeni des and many ot he:cs of the Ancients ~ i t 
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tt Then would you care t o restate your defini tion?tt asked I . 

"Not at all ; 11 replied t he Youth ? "I merely exclude didactic 
poetry from the definition '· 11 

"What about nrrhe :Jocktail Party", which I believe you said you 
saw last week?fl' I continued ~ 

"I exclude that , too . To be sure~ it i s written in verse form, 
but it is, notwiths tanding , indistinguishable from any regulation 
play. I exclude all dramatic poetry . I exclude everything, 

whether it is in verse or not, whose chief purpose is to convey 
i nformation, edification , amusement or instruction , Wordsworth's 
definit ion applies properly only to lY.!J.£ poetry . Of course, the 
epic and the drama oft en have large infusions of the lyric, but 
they are not f or that reason essentially lyrical ,. All these 
other t hings are merely prose in verse f orm" They are certainly 
tremendously important - but not as poetry ~ 

11 Then, is it proper t o continue to refe::..n t o "epic poetry" and 
rt dramatic poetry" as you dol'tt I inquiredo 

nThere you are certainly right, it said the Youth . irstrictly 7 only 
the lyric deserves the name of poetry. We . should say, "the Epic", 
1tthe Dramatt and so on (, Wordsworth and I have only the lyric in 

:!1'1ind when we speak of poetry '"' n 

11 Wordswo:ct h a nd you are cer t ainly an important and formi dable 
pair,u I replied " "But you will have to admit that there are some 
other men , not unimportant, who think of the drama and the epic 
a s poetr~r and t ha t not because of t he lyrical elements they con
tain ~ n 

"Yes, t hat is so," answered the Youth ,, "They make t his mistake 
mainly because they fail to distinguish between what is really 
poetry and what i s only prose in poetic form" it 

nr begin to understand what you. mean, tt I said .. ''Unfortunately, 
}1owever, it seems that instead of defining poetry you will define 
i t away. You have already excluded the greatest part of what 
countless generations of men have loved and called "poetry" "' 
(By t he way y l et me say in passing that you would be surprised 
to learn how very young the l yric is, comparatively speaking) A 

In return f or this high- handedness, you have gained only the 
dubious advantage of fit t ing a small pa.rt of what men call poetry 
int o your definition ) which, if you will pardon me for saying so, 
appears somewha t arbitrary . " 

11 Will you give me just one rea son why I should not consider dra
matic poetry and epic poetry as not really being poetry at a.11, 
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but essentially proseft queried the Youth with some asperity~ 

'~Certainly not 9 ti I replied • '!I told you I don• t ·know anything · at 
a~l about it ~ ~nd let me remind you that logically the ' burden of 
proorlies .with you. You ·must -give area.son ·why epic .. poetry and 
dramatic poetry -are not to be considered' poetry ' beyond the fact .. 
that doing so woUld inconvenience some definitimn or other which 
you have concocted. All I know is that if millions of men call 
the epic, the drama, and the lyric alike poetry, that is pri:ma 
faci~ evidence that all these kinds share in a 6omn1on nature which 
I take to be the object of our _sea.:rch•U 

"It" certainly is very strange to hear ;[OU of all people appealing 
to popular opinion, ~ sniffed the Youth . nNot an hour ago 7ou were 
ridiculing the views of a certain party who thought that truth was 
to be established by taking a poll. •t 

'.':Popular opinion is important evidence, ~' - I replied() tirn scientific 
matters it is certainly not conclusive, but I didn't say in this 
case that it was . I said that it was evidence nrima facie. Here 
it is the onll evidence we have so far~ Moreover, it is evidence 
which I shall persist in crediting until you show me anything to 
the ccmtrary, except, of course, its inconvenience to your defin
ition. But let us go on. It seems that you will at least make 
me understand the nature of l yric poetry and in doing so, ·you will 
perhaps diminish the pain you have caused me by rudely ripping 
into pieces the seamless web of poetry. 11 

nr will do what I can/t he replied. nBut it's something like 
jazz, - if you don 1 t understand it already, r · can't explain it . 
All the words of my definition are self-evident to an unprejudiced 
mind. Or so it seems to me.n 

"Well, it said I , 1~we won 1 t haggle over words like 1 recollection·• 
and ' tranquillity' . They seem clear enough . But that word 'emo
tion' •• ~ n "~ha,~ said the Youth with mournful satisfaction, rtso 
we are to haggle after all . If you couldn't I believe you would 
die . You~ you can 1t honestly pretend net ' to lmow what 'emo
tion' is ~ Ev,erybody knows what he feels - it may be the only 
thing he does know with certainty.rt 

1tA;m I t o understand, t hen, that you are telling me that ' emotion 
~ feeling} he replied, "but I did not do so . I meant only that 
all of us know by a direct intuition that we feel and what we feel 
and that these feelings are our emoti;-ns:n -

nwhen I hear that word i i1tui tion , _I am prepared for any absurdi ty1; 

I remarked t o the company resignedly. Then addressing the Youth 
again ~ continued , n1et us recall what we are doing here . We are 
seeking a definition of poetry, are we not? Or at least we seek 
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to communicate to one another and to agree a But are not intuiticm 
notoriously subjective? Then by your account poetry turns out to 
be something completely subjective and hence indefinable; a state 
of affairs which I can well belii:Ne to be so, but which is the 
exact opposite of what you set out to prove "n 

"Not so, not so, n cried the Youth heatedly ? 11 0ur emotions are 
subjective, but they aro also in-~ersubjec.~.~y~, to use one of the 
uncouth terms of which you are so fond ., They are subjective to 
zou and subjective to ~' but they are like enough so that I can 
communicate to you my subjective feelings o After all the object
ive is only the communicable subjective et·t 

"BravoJ" cried I to this last remark, 11We must haggle over that 
one some timeo Of course you are right in a sense, but I ser
iously question the fact that our emotions are in any sense inter
subj ecti ve and communicable as you saycrt 

nyou .£§:.!?-~ t be serious,'' exclaimed the Youth o "Everyone knows 
that feelings can be objectively identified with the stimulation 
of ·certain nerves like the vagus . I don't know too much about 
it, but I've read that when, for example, we receive bad news 
there is a complicated kind of electrical curr ent which passes 
from the brain to the heart .. It is this stimulation which we · 
feel and give an appropriate name. Cut the vagus, no bad news ... 0 

nAlso no poetry, 11 I replied . "'And now I begin to understand. 
Poetry is a kind of biology and the perfect poet is the physio
logist .. " 

ttYou are an unredeemed sophist," said the Youth, making unsuccess
ful efforts to control the twitching of M.s face which always 
occurred when he was angry.. ttr didn't say that at all.It 

"Well then," I said, n1 suppose you meant that the perfect poet 
is the perfect psy=hologist?" 

"The poet is, of course, the psychologist par excellen~, it said 
the Youth~ nshakespeare certainly understood human motivations 
infinitely better than any mere academician. But in addition to 
what he know~, a poet has a certain compelling power of project
ing emotion by means of verbal symbols. 0 

" .-\.nd what is the nature of this power?tt I asked ., 

"That is very he.rd to say," said he . "It defie s analysis .. Cer
tainly I can tell you from my own experience that the words of a 
poem translated into other words or into another language in such 
a way as apparently t o convey exactly the same information isn't 
poetry at all, and is seldom even passable prose ~ n 
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"But" does :hot . the essence of the lyric resi ue precisely in this 
~rnnderfUl power which you- now inform us . is . indefinable? 0 I asked,, 
nwe have all felt "the strength of this power of verbal inagic to 
evoke emotions, but it always remains, as you say, as mysterious 
as it is 'powerful ,;- -Now, tell me, what have you finally done with 
your definition" which was that poetry is recollecteff emotion? . . 
Haven ' t you merely translated your ignorance .from Greek into . Latin? 
And could we -not have expected this fate to overtake any such -de
fini tion which in one or two short phrases seeks t:,o equate a com
plex efflorescence of the human spirit like poetry with a few 
other words? All . such defirii tions must come dmm simply to "X is 
X1' and tell us nothing at all ." - - · 

"I suppose you know more about poetry than Wordsworth?" prodded 
the Youth wi.th elaborate sarcasm ., "Can you really si·t there and 
pretend that a definition of poetry which was good enough .for a 
genius like Wordsworth means, as you put it, nothing at all?n 

0Yes 1~ l replied "that's exactly what I would say if Wordsworth 
had ever defined poetry in this way . But I should perhaps remind 
you that Wordsworth did not say that n poetry is emotion recol
lected in tranquillityrro He said that poetry has its origt!) in 
emotion recollected in tranquillity, which is a vastly different 
matter . Furthermore, according to Wordsworth, the ~ about . 
poetry nevero••n 

npoetry is truth," broke in the Enthusiast with an insistent, 
but toneless voice . He had been silent up to this point, but now 
he repeated several times in the same voice, ttPoetry !~truth . " 

nwhat Ys that you say?" I cried, delighted with the profound sim
plicity of what I had just heard. 

"~oetry is truth, 0 repeated the Enthusiast ~ nrt is very simple; 
Poetry ~ truth , n 

"There must be a little more to i t than that, n sai d I dubiously .. 
"What about "Mary. had a little lambrr? I s that truth? Or will 
you, too , define away everything which does not fit your oracle?n 

111 am, of coursej speaking only of Absolute Poetry,n responded the 
Enthusiast with a slightly pitying smile ~ 

"Absolute poetry? n I exclaimed. The enchanting simplicity of the 
Enthusiast1s first remark began to be clouded over and I remember 
wondering idly if the 1\bsolute would reveal itself in t his con
nection any more clearly than it had to 75 generations of philo
sophers . "Will you tell us precisely what this Absolute Poetry 
may be?" 

nr scarcely think you are ignorant of the distinction between ab-
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solute music and program music," intoned the Enthusiast . HAn en
tirely ,analogous distinction must be made here . Let•s not quarrel 
over the exact words . It is clear that Absolut e Poetry is not 
concerp.ed with any particular utterance ., It transcends each and 
every particular. It tells no story, but tends to become a uni
versal which is felt rather than understood. ''' 

rtWhat language does this Absolute Poetry utilize as a vehicle, 11 

I inquiredo ttMost human languag~s seem stuck in the particular .n 

"Oh, as to that,n replied the Enthusiast, "Absolute poetry speaks 
a universal lan~uage which , although transcending particulars, is 
paradoxically thoroughly concrete . Absolute poetry realizes the 
concrete universal which all things imply.'' 

n1 begin to understand my own failure as a poet,n I said ruefully. 
1tit is clear that . since I know nothing of a universal language all 
my efforts were doomed from the start." 

"Yes,"' responded the Enthusiast, nmost men can neither speak nor 
understand this universal tongue which is poetryo The gift is 
given to very few and even to these few it is a mystery. They 
cannot explain it or teach it. This is because the essence of 
poetry lies in a certain divine spontaneity. Only the divine •• ». •• 
"Did anyone ever hear such goddam nonsense?" broke in the Platonist 
at this point, apparently unable to control himself further . 
•Absolute poetry', 'divine spontaneity•, 'universal languages', 
'concrete universals' - let me tell you right now, the only thing 
concrete is your headl 11 

"Vituperation will get you nowhere ," replied the Enthusiast jriai..;. 
ciously. nrt would do you more good to try to answer my arguments 
if you can." 

nyour arguments deserve the same answer which Amasis sent the 
King , 0 retorted the Platonist, rudely fitting the action to the 
word.. Then speaking rapidly as though to forestall interruption, 
he continued, 11 0ur big mistake tonight was to take you seriously 
in the first place We ought to have found out first of all if 
you are entitled to an opiniono Take him for example . 11 Here he 
pointed toward the Youth . ''It ts clear that he has very little 
8A'"J'erience of life . He knows nothing of the eternal recurrences, 
the joys and sorrows, the pleasures and the pains which are the 
perennial subjects of poetry. But he'll grow out of that; ten · 
years from now, take my word for it, he will be able to say some-

·. ~-hi_~~: ap9p~ poe,t:r;y. yo+:q~_,,1,i,~t~~p.iJ;ig: Jo ~ Bll~ you n~yer will~ I rve 
known ypu_ ,a ,. long ti:tne and I . lmow ,t1t?-t you 111 never laugh WJ. thout 

• • t • - :. .... ~ ; _ _ , • L.;.. .J... ... ... .• -· - ,.... ·-' ' J ('j, .i.J• ' ..... .. "- .,.. • ' ~. I ' • I 

; . b~i:r;ig __ tiglµe¢1 ,C?:r; wee.n . µnles.9._,-,9rP,meone pi:nches . you. Ten years or a 
· tliou~,~~pl~ c~~·~t:~:.:9 .~~¥·0, _ ·~h~f, \- ;!1~>-~vi~c;!~ "to yo~ is .to . stiCk to de-

·~ - . - . '. 
l . .' . .L ;_ ·-'-' j I ~ '' ! ' 
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signing filter presses at whiCh you ·seenito be pretty . good~ n 

All the while he had been speaking he had been growing .calmer 
arid now he said, ''If you like, I will tell you what poetry really 
is ') " 

np1ease do so," said the Enthusiast making a profound obeisance, 
nwe hang on your every word . " 

The Youth and I seconding the Enthusiast 1s invitation, our Pla
tonist continuedt no~rc. then. I will make a · speech- ahd no one is 
to interrupt ._ Agree or disagree as you will, but keep quiet · and 
try to learn something .. Your grea.t' troi:ible;n he addressed .him.:... 
self to the Youth, 11 is that you never try to see anything in per
spective, I mean from an overview(• One can feel something 
pressed against the eye, but cannot see it ~ One can and must 
~_ poetry up close, innnediately, but in order to understand ' 
poetry (or for that -:in.atter, anything at all) - thatc~!l only -be 
done from the vantage point of a philosophy broad enough to con
tain poetry as a moment· of itself. Up close, everything is inde
finable and inexplicable. But in a larger view it is possible 
with a little labor~ to descry how each human activity each a;t 
each science abuts on its periphery on every other ~ If we stay ' 
within mathematics, number is an impenetrable mystery., If we go 
beyond mathematics, number can be defined without much difficultyc 
If we are simply poets and nothing else, we utter the nonsense 
~hich poets have uttered for two millenia on the nature of poetry 0 

All that po.ets .SlB~ poets have said about poetry is mere eUlogy 
and possesses the same significance as a contented belch after a 
satisfying mea1 ~ Poets, of course, are the only men who can write 
po~try 9 but only philosophers can understand what it is they have 
written-0 Fortunately9 all philosophers have a tincture of poetry, 
and poets of philosophy. I may add, this last fact is the reason 
for the slight admixture of rationality in the talk of poets about 
poetryo And now that I have made it clear why I won't discuss the 
~a~ure of ~oetry with any of you until you are entitled to an op-
1m.on9 I will tell you what poetry is,. Far from there being an 
absolute distinction between the epic, the drama and the lyric, as 
we have heard 9 I affirm that there is an essential likeness 
am?ngst them alL Furthermore, we must broaden the term poetry 
which we have used so narrowly tonight to include every creative 
act of the huma.n spirit~ Indeed, a$ you know, this was the orig
inal signification of the word . Plato has expressed all this with 
~tqhless ]Jea.u!y ~n,,1the S~po__si;fil ~j205 ¥) . o.o~ o nqtYP,"{c __ -ccr-r{ n not-.u· 
YJ yap ·'rO t EX. 'TOU µri OV'rO<; E ~ c;; 'tO ov . tOV't l O'tW ouv C(L't tc( mxcrcx fon 
TIOfrjCH<,: 0 00000 . . ~ . 

We.can tr~nslate this as, "Poetry is something very great; you may 
think of it as the cause of every passage from non-being into 
being0 J Every act which brings something into true being is poetry 
for Plato . Of course this is an intolerable paradox to those 
persons who divide the creations of human spirit into the arts and 
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the sciences, seeing the -prototype of the' one i:ri physics and of 
the other in music; say'- or painting~ One 'can orily W1.sh that they 
had concerned themselves niore deeply with the sciences. Then·;- · -
perhaps , they would have recognized the essential aesthetic, yes, 
and_ even moral components of rnathe~ti,cs and physies.,n 

"The poetry which has been our subject tonight is only a small and, 
I fear, comparatively unimportant subspecies of the generic crea
tivity ' in men c; It has gained for itself an importance whiCh in
trinsically it does not possess because of the a.dventious fact that. 
it is ' orie . of the few kinds or J:oiesiS which' most 'inen can feel Ha ''. 
little of~ but it is -weak ana impoverished compared to the subtle
ties which mathematics, for example-, can express~ I do not deny 
that verbal poets are very often clever enough fellows "and .there 
is doubtless virtuosity in the art of describing reality at two 
removes ., But the verbalist; be he never · so cxuµacr~oc; , i:f yet ·· 
after all a eauµcx-ron lwv ~ · a mere word-magusQ Poets, jugglers, pup-
peteers, sophists, illusionists all!" · 

At this point the Youth, apparently unable to obey any longer the 
Platonist•s injunction to be silent, burst out, ."It is :l.:2J2: who 
will be a Sophist if you ·try to convince anyone that the marvellous 
imagery and the rich style of Baudelaire and Verlaine, for example, 
are nothing but illusion! Even t he mention of their names brings 
tears to my eyesi~ 

'~ Opium, drink, paralysisJ" exclaimed the Platonist contemptuously~ 
1'The Greeks had no need to cultivate unwholesomeness and they would 
have given those chlorot.ic fellows short . shriftln 

ttMore likely the Greeks could not even have understood them!" 
bellowed the Youth ~ nrt is well known that the Greeks had no per
sonal sentiments at all in their art and without that art is cold, 
deadl n 

nyou are right for once," snorted the Platonisto !.'They had. no 
sentiment, or better, sentimentality in their arto They didn't 
want it or need it ~ After all, it's a disease,, Robust spirits 
like the ancients have no need of the spiritual masturbation which 
is the whole stock-in-trade of modern poetry. There is only one 
thing in all history which bears comparison with an American poet 
of the present day and that is a mediaeval flagellant. Shall I 
tell you why you and all your kindred value your subjective sent
iments so highly? It is just this - after the toilet, they're 
the last refuge of your individuality• For all your vaunted in
dividualism you are only a faceless mask, and you know it$ You 
exploit your sickly sentiments and try to blow them up into some-

. thing cosmic in order to forget the mournful fact that you are 
dead ~ Nothing personal, of course," said the Platonist as he 
stopped for br~ath . After a moment he continued again 0 

11I do not 

.... 9-
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deny that ·verbal ·poetry has a · certain fascination for me, too, · · 
even ' t ho1.l.gh it is only-of this world, an image of an image of th~ 
realo It can do no ' harm aiid may even be a .. snialr goed if we never 
fG>rget that its significance ts about the same _a.s 'that o~ a game 
of chesso Just this week, stirred. by the coming of spring, I 
translated a few poems of Andrei Seraphiinovitch Navozsey into Eng
lish, I believe for the first time·. If. you like, I will repeat 
tliem for you and show you how whatever effect they may have is ·· 
gotten by the poet, and what are the great ideas which they but 
dimly shadow forth ~ " 

We all readily assented to this proposal and the Platonist recited 
four short poems, only two of which I am now able to repr0duce. 

I 

"When the winds of Spring come fresh again 

From out the Western cavern 

And the hunch .... backed plowman comes back to his plow 

From out the village tavern, 

I will wander again as I used long ago 

Down through the Pleasant Meadow 

And find the thorn-tree next to the brook 

And sit within its shadow, 

And watch the little silver fish 

An hour or two together 

And think how the Winter's painful thoughts 

Are become a gentle pleasure; 

I shall think of the plow and the s.un and the rain 

And the corn of good September 

And faces I loved in other Springs 

And cannot quite remember.'' 
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II 

ttThe shining rocks pointed straight 

Into the zenith past the Ram 

The headlands fronted a golden sea 

The sea.-aisles girded a golden land, 

The Ocean flowed along the light 

The day was a flame, an Attic noon 

Brighter than the Horns of Asia 

Or the pumice valleys of the Moon; 

The long slow lights of evening failed 

And faded on the dying sense 

The clangor of the laboring Spheres 

Rolled up Earth's starlit eminence oo • 

Night walker, watcher of the stars, 

Brooder on the surnmer sea, 

What had I to do with you? 

What have you to do with me?tt 

"First of all tt commented our friend, "you will notice that old
fashioned rh~e is usedo But I think that the rhyme here is not 
at all obtrusive as it is in so much poetry of our language, 
which, unlike the Romance languages, is very deficient~in rhyming 
words

0 
This paucity of rhyme has ma.de much of our poev~Y merely 

a game of bout-rime~ It might even be said that rhyme is not 1;at
ural to English . But I think that this thesis could not be main
tained e Indeed it seems sometimes almost as though the.~remendous 
superiority of English poetry to that of many other cul~ivated 
nations is due in part to the necessity imposed on English poets 
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of overco:rn.ing this very hc.ncUcap. Modern poeiry; as you know, has 
almost co:mp1Gtely renounced rhyme . One , of course,car.rriot wonder 
at this r enw'"1.ci.at ion when one hears the forced rhymes of the Eng
lish sormet.? for· example, t he rhyming requirements of whi ch, I 
thirL'k..? compl.eteJy surpass our r hsrn.ing resources~ Never t heless, 
raode.rn poetry has, I believe, gone t oo f ar. Rhyme is one of the 
most powerful poetic inventions, pi3rhaps the most powerful . And 
that is because, like variations on a theme in music, recurrence 
to something which has gone before, butnot in exactly the same way, 
holds a mirror up to life itself; and life would not exist, or at 
least would be meaningl ess withou.t these perpetual returns. You 
will notice that in the translation I am satisfied with certain 
rhymes w!1i.ch are not perfect like meadow-shadow, forgotten-plea
sure, Ham-la.ncl. Then near-rhymes would probably hoi--rify a purist, 
but they s eem goo d to me c.nd even desirable ror several reasons; 
f'irst, they immensel y broaden the rhyming possibilities of English; 
second, they are pleasant to my ear; and tr.ti.rd, sinee the recur
r ences of li.fe of which I have spoken sometime require much effort 
to perceive, these near-rhymes seem to me to be natural to life 
and poetry. Shelley, in partieular, has made use of such near
rhymes j which, sometimes coming f ar apart as he uses them, seem 
like a di.stant echo of nn almost forgotten part , so that some of 
them have all the f lavor of a defa-vu. 
1'Rbyme is particularly appropriate to these poems which I have 
just recited to you, because they o.r e both Hremernbrance of things 
past.1

t" In thH first we may imo.gine the poet a s E.~g t o re
cs~pture at some future date the experiences of long ago . He plans 
to recall p3in u;ratefully, because pa.in long past is a gentle 
ple2~sure $ But certe,i n things he will not be able to r emember and 
they, perhaps for that reason, will be the most bitter-sweet of 
a119 The l as t two lines which incorporate this idea tear at my 
hear t ott 

~In the second poem the poet apparently looks back on a day spent 
long ago a t the sen., The young man, as I picture him, is tremen
dously alive to the brilliance of one of these per.fee t, days we see 
only a few times in om' lives. At the end, however, we may picture 
an older man, irmnersed in certain trivia of importance, having long 
s.ince said f arewell to his poetic .i.maginings, and wondering what 
co~nection there could possibly be between him and the young man 
who once brooded on the smnmer sea in the halcyon days of long ago. 
I wish I could reproduce the consTulUile.te artistry with which 
Na.vozsky does all this, I have never before had such a feeling of' 
sheer light. a.nd brilliance as I got f rom the first two stanzas . 
In the third t he transition t o t he day of forgetting is made by 
having the "long slow lights of eveningn supervene on the bright-
ness of the noon~ , 

nMany, many more things could be said about these poems, but it is 
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very late and we must stop~ The important thing is that you see 
that the larger view of the philosopher can render a. rational ac-
count of poetry." 

"But not nearly to the same degree as he can of the objects ~~s 
natural science n said the Youth, after a pausee _ "D0 es not . h 
indicate that i~ poetry there is much which eludes us and whic , 
will elude us forever?" 

ny0 u are right n replied the Platonist.. nvery much will elude us 
su' t t'h .... t is because poetry, as I have told you, d. eals. 

forevero ~ µ d th t h. h lu~es u~ is the irration-wi th the world of change, an , ·a w ic e , <..i. ,;, ""' .. • . 
ality of the world of which, necessarily, no ~ccount can.be given 
That which is forever inexplicable in poetry is ~reality or ·t 
truth~ but the very opposite, non-being , not11ingnesso Poetry,t~e 
must be admitted, in a small degree turns our eyes upwa:ds to 
world o.f light, but for the most ~art.it.rematins stuc:k ,in .th: 
counterfeit world of sense which is, in itself, n0thingness., 

There wa s a pause for a moment and I exclaimed, "What w, onderftul. 
· th:' s' It's a opic poetry Plato has made about non- being, no , Lngnes . ,, b t b f 

which could inspire any poet, even me.. It' ~3 _very late' _ ~~bl ~ ore 
you go may I read you a few lines which I have just scri _ e on 
this ~rvelous theme?· They're called simply-, non Nothingn l) 

nHere ~ s a song about Noth~ing 

For Nothing 1s on my mind 

And for this very purpose 

Was poetry designedv 

All this world's truths 21nd tr~asures 

To me are Nothing worth 

And a paean praising Nothing 

Praises all good things 0 1n eartho 

My spirit fills with Nothing 

And I by hymning Naught 

Am master of a rapture 

Which Shakespeare never cavtghto 

c.lJ-
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So N©thingns in this poem 

As Plato has explained 

You'ld just as well not hear it 

For Nothing's to be gainedo 

But even if you've heard it , 

YouVve done so at no cost, 

For though you have gained Nothing 

Yet :Nothing have you losto" 

-John Willd.nson 

WHAT THE PEDESTRIAN HEARD 

IT IS SAID by Seni ors who have learned to think in terms of three 
cylinder logic and other metalanguages , tha.t Mro Wilkinson, find
ing the American object language inadequate for his mu-to-the-in
finity-like mental balloon journeys , makes new and wonderful words 
from the bi ts and tatters of old , useless English expressions in 
order to carry on his unappreciated search into the Yonder above/ 
below the l aboratory proceedures ,, Friday night this originality 
i n word making, combined with a certain natural poetry in delivery, 
made some of us wonder just what connnent he was trying to make on 
his lecture following when , at the beginning, he qualified the 
t i tle , Physics in Relat ion to Metaphysics , with a curious word 
var i o1!1.sly heard as '' achromatic rt , 11 ant.i- romantic", naxiomatic" , 
"Adleratic 11 ·' 0 Adriatic" and 11 acrobatic 11 o 

Now when a poet uses loaded w0rds , those words are fair game for 
any amount of speculation and inflation. It is perfectly sporting 
t o make things out of a poem that the poet never planned , or even 
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imagined, when he wrote it . In the Wilkinson lecture there was 
ample evidence of a decidedly artful and poetic approach to his 
subject ~ One might almost say it became lyrical at times . We 
were quite justified in taking hold of his self-criticizing word 
and reading as many meanings into it as we did, in fact, we were 
even quite justified in choosing to hear t he word as sounded in 
the many different ways we did, a11 t he way from 11 aohromatic 11 to 
tfa cr obatic" . 

Certainly the lecture was achromatic . Of course this does. not 
mean it was colorless . Fireworks come in all colors, and this 
work of f ire possessed all the colors of the spectrmn so lacking 
in many of our lectures last year . But 11 achromatic 11 really means 
"transmi t ting light without color; giving images almost free from 
extraneous colorsn, and as the evening went on it became more and 
more evident that Wilkinson was, with some difficulty , trying to 
keep other colors out of the image he was building for us of the 
structure of metaphysics as a purely ontological and epistemolo
gical mansion, without any such things as distinctions between 
true and f alse, good and evil, or right and wrong. It was the 
chosen job of most of his questioners to show that the bare struc
ture he had erected, spar e and abstract as it was meant to be, 
actually i mp1ied- -had built into it-- all sorts of prejudices con
cerning good and evil, truth and falsity, in spite of the lec
turer's attempt to exclude them . For instance, one arguraent: If 
the levels of language correspond to certain levels of being, and 
the lowest level of language is the object langv.age, located just 
above t he lowest strata of being, the objects themselves, then as 
we work up through the levels of being and the corresponding meta
languages at l ast we attain in a certain level - let us call it 
t he level - at which all distinctions dissolve except for that 
one bet ween ~eing and non-being. ~n1en both lecturer ancl inter
locutors had agreed up to this point it became the preoccupation 
of t he interlocutors to suggest that either it was ~cessary that 
1tbeing11 have some equivalence to ngoodn, t1true 11 , or "right11 ; and 
nnon-beingll to 0 eviln, nfalsen, or 11wrong11 ; or else that one shotild 
feel some suggestion of t his equivalence of ttbeing'r to rttrue 11 , 

"non- being" to tt false 11 , and so forth . By various arguments Wil
kinson defended his position that statements of 11 truth", 11 badnessn 
and the like were meaningless in his system. He accused these 
values of creeping in at the top of his structure after he had 
gone to the troubl e of building up a metaphysics from what is def
init ely lmovm a bout the properties of language as the tool of the 
science of being , or as ontolo gy itself . As a matter of fact, the 
argument for the necessity of this equivalence was very weakly put 
forth by t he questioners, but their argument based on "aesthetic 11 

pr inciples seemed stronger - for instance, as we see metalanguages 
piling themselves on top of one another, each one unifying more 
and more of the less general meta- and object languages beneath it, 
there is no convincing reason why we should not associate ngoodness" 
wi th this "' upnessn, or 11 trut h11 with 1theight 11 • Perhaps this is 
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sloppy thinking, but it is often done by some very respectable 
Program authors (witness Mr-.. - McRaney's view of Rabelais; Collegian, 
Oct- Nov . 1950). It is unfortunate that Mr . Wilkinson's questioners 
chose to try to build a flimsy and porous structure parasitic to 
his already beautiful system when their fair argument collapsed -
the one which tried to find "goodn and "truth" in an ontology. 
Actually · t heir original search for these values by rational methods 
suffered from nothing more than lack of imagination. Many philo
sophies - for instance those of Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, 
Thomas of Erfurt, even our own Scott Buchanan - have viewed the 
universe- as-it- is as a dialectic between the two sets of terms in 
a table of antitheses . If we accept one such table of antitheses, 
Buchananvs suppose, for the moment, we will find: 

Being 
One 
Good 
True 
Same 

Non- being 
Many 
Evil 
False 
Other, implying that -

Being : Non- being : : One Many : : Good : Evil : : True ~ False : : 
Same : Other . 

I n this sort of system, as soon as Mr . Wilkinson were to reach such 
a sophisticated metalanguage as would embrace all possible meta
languages and , ultimately of course , object languages, he would be 
on the level of distinguishing only between being and non-being -
nothing more . By means of analogies drawn from the table of an
titheses , statements concerning goodness, trueness, etc . , would 
automatically fit themselves in as parts of that high level meta
l anguage . This,of course, can only be offered as a suggestion for 
future discussion . "A suggestion" because there may be perfectly 
good reasons Mr . Wilkinson could give us as to why his system does 
not r ecognize such all- inclusive tables of antitheses; "future 
discussion" because the argument is only pointed to here , obviously 
there would be much fitting and polishing to be done , preferably 
around a big t able . 

So much for the aehromatic aspect . The lecture was 11 anti-romantic 11 

as welL 11Romantictr is <fl.efined as being , n0f a fabulous or fic
titious character , having no foundation in fact 11 (O.E . D. ) Just 
as the colorful pr esentation made us wonder if the lecture was 
really going to be achromatic, so too , did we wonder i f "romantictt , 
rat her t han "anti- romantic 11 was not meant when we heard it said 
that t he whole s·br ucture of language was not based on object lang
uages , but upon metalanguages . Object languages seemed to us to 
correspond to the word "facts", signifying reality, in the O.E. D. 
defi niti on ., Surely, thought we, if language in general originates 
from an artifi cial meta-langu age we are dealing with somet hing 
11 fabulous and f ictitious 11 • But. upon further thought it became 
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clear that object languages do not lie close to reality (let us 
assume the O~E .. D., meant 11reality1t when it chose the word 11 factsn·) . 
There is an ancient argument among philosophers as to whether the 
impositions or intentions determine the origin of language. One 
School s ays that the First Imposition, the object, comes first; a 
sign, the Second Imposition is then invented to represent this 
object.. The other school says that a general idea , the Second 
Intention, comes first; this is particularized into the First in
tention, which is eventually expressed as the object itself. Let 
a diagram explain: -lf (numbers refer to logical priority) 

I MPOSITIOOISIS INTENTICMSIS WILKINOCN 

; general idea) 
• 'Bearness • ' (meta~word) 

• 'Bear'' (object word) 
[ 

:

1 

1. Bearness (2nd intention, 11. 
'12. ' 'Bear' ' ('2nd imposition , i 2, Bear (1st intention, 12· 
' symbol) partic . idea) 
: 1. ~.=:;) (lstimposition p l 3. ~::_) (object) 3, \V'L ·- ·--..._ (object) j 
, U object) J d-4)c!J ______ :_:!.,~l'-_-;J j 

Wilkinson, in starting with metalanguages and working in the di
rection of the objects makes his system appear startlingly like 
that of the Intentionists. When he used this syst em of language • 
as the basis of his ontology it became permissible to do away with 
the quotation marks a.round the meta-word and object word, since 
these words then traced the bestowal of reality from the level of 
meta-language all the way to t he object level. It was clear we 
had only mi slabeled his meta-linguistic starting point when we 
condemned it as 11 fabulous -and ficti tious 11 ~ The meta-language was 
t he vehicle of being upon which object language and object de
pended. There is nothing foundationless or romantic in such a 
set up . The lecture was truly anti-romantic. 

This act of honoring meta-language as t he fountain of being was 
the cause of the lecture being labeled naxiomaticno A very apt 
and generally accepted definition of 11axiomatic" might be nthat 
sort of principle which , though not necessarily a t ruth, is uni
versally receivedtr. Our bias toward Platonism makes us welcome 
any lecturer who agrees with us that the ideas bestow being upon 

* Further discussion of this argument may be found in the dialogue 
between Philo and Cleanthes in Parts III, IV of Hume's Dialogues 
Concerning Natural Religiono Cleanthes, an Intentionist, holds 
that, "the origin of all things is from a di~ine purpose and in
tention11, while Philo tends to t he Impositionist position with his: 
rt. ,. oa mental ·world or universe of ideas requires a cause as much 
as does a material world or universe of objects." Other discus
sions available: Symbolic Distance, S. Buchanan, 1932, Po 10; ~ 
~ree~ Grammar, Jo Keiffer, 1941, pp. 43, 44; Senior Thes~~ (as yet 
untitled), Po Grimes, 1952 . 
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th? obj ects of the senseso Mro Wilkinson's ontologically con
c~1.ved met a-l anguages per formed just t his existence giving func 
t ion " I t made most seniors squirm a little as they remembered 
how ear lier in .the year it wa s unlikely t hat the lecturer would 
have seriously considered such an "unrealistic" scheme, but here 
he was , up on that old stage , sugaring us with our own favorite 
pr ejud.i ceo We universally received Mr .. Wilkinsonws principle, 
even though i t might not necessarily be True , and therefore we 
took t he lecture , quite rightly to be axiomatic 0 

When Mor timer Adler lectures to us, we are usually shocked by the 
way he bites int o our f avorite Platonic predilections - he can be 
we will all admit , a great charmero Friday night we felt the sam~ 
way about Wi l kinsono We were charmed out of our usual ways about 
t?l.nk:i.ng for a while , and in this way the lecture was Adlerian, 
although , upon further thought, as we have seen, it turned out 
t hat we were onlY' led to view our same old Platonic thoughts from 
a di ffer ent , yet pleasant 9 standpoint 0 

nAdriatic?" Why surely the tone of the lecture was midway between 
the skept icism of Greece and the down- to- ear t h flavor of Rome . 
What other man can make a statement about our own St~ John's pol
i t ics so poet i c yet shockingly literal as, 11 0 ., 0 Klein told me 
ycm 0d all fall asleep ~ of course he ' ll deny t hisl't 

ttAcrobatic?n Mentallyj physically .? it wa s a eircus all the way 0 

The :most remarkable feat of gymnastics however was Wilkinson's 
divestment of ~is thought from twentieth century terminology, and 
the corresponding acr obat ic of speaking his piece as much as 
possible i n the l anguage of the Scholast ics., 

Now what did he say his l ectur e was goi ng t o be? -- achromatic? 
anti-romantic? axiomatic? Adleratic? Adriatic? acrobatic? 

Whyv of course i 

TOM HEINEMAN 
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THE MEASUREMENT OF MASS 

THE .LECTURE BEGAN , as nearly as I understand it, with some connnents 
about the importance of measurement in science . That is, its im
portance was alleged, not, as far as I know explained o · However, 
that it is essential scarcely requires any proof more than that in 
order to speculate on the causes of things, one must have the things 
about which to speculate .. 

Mass was introduced as exceedingly difficult to define, and inde
finable in any usual way. 

The first attempts made to conceptualize it were centered about 
its weight ~ Galileo's experiments clarified to a large extent the 
notion that mass ~ or what came to be known as mass, was a kind of 
universal thing, not contingent upon condition or size . That is, 
that large and small bodies irrespective of shape and composition 
behaved in the same way in their rates of descent indicates either 
that every substantial t hing is the same as every other substantial 
thing which , prima facie, looks improbable, or that they are of, 
or have in them the same thing. The importance of this lay in 
distinguishing mass from weight which apparently d0es vary, from 
substance to substance and from quantity to quantity and had there
fore been considered as a property of matter, varying with and as 
the matter e Galileo's refutation of the Aristotelian notion that 
objects fell speedily or not according to their weight divorced 
tendency t o fall from the energy required to prevent it . What it 
is that has this property of uniform acceleration became mass; 
still , the description of its behavior was just that , not a de
scription of the thing itself . 

Kepler 1 s discovery that the planets move about the sun in ellipses 
having the sun a s a focus , and at a speed such that equal areas 
are swept out in equal times yielded the mathematical statement 
that the cube of the mean distance of a planet from the sun is 
equal to its period squared . Kepler's explanation of this with 
Gilbert ~ s theories about the magnet was the first ·that planets 
had been considered as possessing mass and being moved in a causal 
way .. 

That this might have been done at any time after the general ac
ceptance of Copernican astronomy is clear , however it seems that 
it wa s not o Once given the character of earthly bodies, the 
planets became ideal objects for the study of the laws of motion9 
as they appeared to move regularly and freely through space . 

Newt.on ~ inheriting Kepler' s laws as well as Galileo 's near state
ments of three laws of motion , introduced t he motion force as a 
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function of mass times accele:eation or as being proportional in
versely to s0me constant times the mass to the square of the dis
tance o Applied to predicting the courses of celestial bodies this 
was restated in the form:· force is equal to SQme constant times 
the product of the two masses divided by the square of their dis~ 
·tance from each othero The Keplerian formula was insignificantly 
altered by this new theory to read the planetVs mean distances 
cubed are equal to the mass of one times the mass of the other di
vided by the square of their distances times the square of their 
periodso Thus Newton predicted the planets would make a slight 
departure from their ellipses when passing conjunctively. 

The verification of this telescopically both substantiated Newton's 
law as a precise statement of the interaction of mass and brought 
weight and mass back together as manifestations of the same thing, 
to wit:· Masso Furthermore, the mass of the earth could then be 
measured in the following way~ some small object might be weighed, 
since it was known that its force was proportional as a constant 
times the product of their masses to the square of their distances 
apart Le.. F.:::G m1m2 , the equation could be solved for the mass 
of the earth, ~ provided the mass of the small object be 
taken as negligible~ Knowing the mass .of the earth , the masses 
of the moonp sun 9 and other planets follow. 

Things remained in this comfortable status until light became pre
cisely measured whereupon the Michael&on-Morely experiments re
vealed the disconcerting fact that irrespective of velocity toward 
or away from the source of light it always has the same velocity 
wi.th respect to the observer e.g .. (Mr .. Page's) the earth's linear 
velocity is twenty miles per second, light's velocity one h11Ildred 
and eighty-six thousand miles per secondo We are entitled to ex
pect9 therefore 9 that.9 as the earth moves away from a star, the 
velocity of the light we receive from it will be diminished by the 
rate at which we are separatingo This was observed not to be the 
·'.Jase" 

The first explanation of this was the Laurentz-Fitzgerald hypoth
esis that things shrink in the direction of their motion upon 
which Einstein added the notion that time too is subject to the 
same vagarieso · This had an insignificant effect on operating with 
Newtonian formulae, but it did introduce the logical eomplexity 
·that .9 in making the measurements radii and force were neither si
multaneous nor measured by constant magnitudes. This invalidates 
the purely mathematical value of Newtonian equationso In order to 
preserve the mathematical intelligibility of motion a new notion 
of space was introducedo This was, that it was' affected by mass 
in such a way that where there were greater concentrations of mass 
the space was curved more acutely, further, it was assured that all 
bodies moved along geodesic lines~ analogically equivalent to Eu
elidVs straight. oneso This hypothesis does preserve most of the 
appearances~ including all celestial motion in our galaxy, however~ 
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certain other hypothetical phenomena are not properly accounted for ,. 

These phenomena grow out of interpretations of other phenomena 
which themselves rest on several rather fragile assumptions. Ac
cording to the Relativity theory of a space time continuum, acknow
ledgedly continuous only for convenience's sake, there is a certain 
spatial curvature which must obtain in order to be consistent with 
the phenomena . This curvature is then predicted, since it is a 
function of mass, the mass is also predicted, however observations 
actually made indicate insufficient mass to cause the required cur
vature ~ This is Mro Page's reason for undertaking the calculation 
of the mass of galaxi.eso 

· The method whereby he measures the mass of the galaxies is a fairly 
simple one. They are observed to revolve, that is, the stars in 
them move at a calculable speed, whic~ if known, together with the 
size of the galaxy and an assumption that the mass of a galaxy acts 
as i.f from at its center, let us determine its mass. 

Now then, much has been said in the mathematical way about mass' 
being equal to this or proportional to that, so much so that Mr. 
Page, or you or I can find the earth's mass to be 6,ooo,ooo,ooo, 
ooo,ooo,000,000 tonso But this means to me that the earth weighs 
that much, for I do not believe that mass comes in tons, nor more
over, not to impugn the thauma.tically da.edal theory of relativity, · 
do I conceive of a thing as being the effect it has on space time o 
In fact, I rather suspect that pinching pieces from my Baros I had 
as good a notion of what I was measuring as I do now, to wit: none $ 
For it seems something less than an irrefragable proposition that 
weight is mass or that mass is at all. 

SINCLAIR GEARING 
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INFORMATION AND REFOfilv1ATION 

MR c. STRAUSS GAVE a lecture not long ago on Plato's Euthyphro 1 a 
dialogue which~ although relatively unimportant and insignificant, 
is still Platoo The lecture was thoroughly sati-sfying as regards 
understanding of the subject-matter on various levels; it was 
masterful in its development and in the successive blendings of 
levels o It became obvious that, if a man is intelligent and intvr
ested enough, there is no apparent limit to the speculations poss
i ble from even something so seemingly simple as the Euthyphro. 

Nevertheless, I was dissatisfied with the evening. This feeling 
stems from a necessary question--of what value to the individual 
is the product of such speculation? Such a question, though it 
need not interfere significantly in enjoying a lecture, must be 
considered in judging it ~ Mr. Strauss' lecture became for roe the 
epitome of bri.lliant but unimportant speculations. 

There arose from the lecture a rather violent contradiction. Mr . 
Strauss made , early in his lecture, two interesting sets of dis
tinctions: (1) that between the !9.E2~ of a dialogue and the erg21];, 
+.he former dealing with what is said, the latter with what the 
characters do and how what is said is said; (2) that between the 
two primary problems arising from the Euthyphro , namely the ques
tion 11What is piety? 11 , dealing with the philosophic question, and 
question nwhat is Socrates t piety?'t , dealing with what may be term
ed rt·gossip" 0 Except when Mr. Strauss left the dialogue itself 
(eQg .. ttThinking itself is a gratifying activitytr, and 1tThe result 
from piety would be completely satisfactory11 ; the brief mention 
about over comi ng tragic necessity·; the beautiful discussion on how 
one should approach the dialogv .. es), he .. dwelt on persuing the latter 
question in eqch of the above sets of distinctions. At St.John's 
we are almost wholly concerned with the content of the subjects 
which we study? Without a.t least a partial historical understand
i ng of, for example, a Platonic dialogue, the numerou, subtleties 
oi'" many pas sages and many actions on the part of the participants 
are too difficult to be perceived. It is, in fact, a principle ef 
t hi s college that all the minor subtleties are not really important 
f or any 'worthwhile' understanding of a dialogue . A very good 
lecture could have been built on the logos of the dialogue and the 
philosophic question of piety , the other two questions being re- · 
served for those who desire to be 1Platonists 1 , thus enabling them 
t o understand those things which will eventually distinguish them 
from the uninitiated (alth0ugh not necessarily on that account more 
pleasing to them) . A lecture based on tlw considerations that 
Mr o Strauss avoided would not only hav( informed us about the tech
nique of the esoteric value hidden in Platonic dialogues, but also 
would have brought about the realization that such a lecture is 
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necessary and important. The product of a brilliant lecture on 
philosophy is reformation, but the product of an equally brill
iant lecture on rtgossipn is information,. 

When I first began writing about the lecture, I had decided to 
base my paper on the explanations o~ an attitude which was 
closely akin to the '''I don t t caren variety.. But I quickly dis
covered that I did care . I suppose that the seemingly infinite 
speculations arising from knowing a.bout Socrates, or concerning 
the lack of a certain word in a dialogue, etc., are not too import
ant beside the 1mowledge that it is very probable that the whole 
earth ~aces destruction as a result of the speculations arising 
from the internal properties of the atom$ 

EDWARD BAUER 

THE ONE THAT DIDN'T GET AWAY 

(THE Ii'OLLOWING IS a sort of review 0f nA Place in the Sun11 , c0m
posed of some remarks received in two letters and answers to them, ) 

"La.st night I saw the picture you recommended - nA Place in the 
Sun". There was the making of tragedy there and one that was par
ticularly American. Where else could it happen? "I ain going to 
make you the head of a department, George .. "' Little education, a 
boyhood struggle, son of a mother with a rich uncle, hitchhiking 
across the country with a calling card in his pocket ~ The man who 
directed the picture took pains to make all this evident to us -
at times rather bluntly. But George 9 when you get right down to it, 
was in many ways a big boy with a propensity to fall quickly and 
patly in n1ovett, tell the truth one minute ~ and the opposite the 
next . Still, as Clift portrayed him he did have some manly fail
ings, and it was one of these that was finally his undoing. Here 
is where the tragedy could have really unfolded. We get a good pic
ture of George in the plant, among the financially well-to-do,soak
ed with a change of life, keeping company with a rich and pretty 
girl, swept along in the common notion of a lfrespectablen lifeQ 
But if we saw a little less of Elizabeth Taylor and a little less 
of the romantic tragedy (which in one sense was more of a revel
ation than a tragedy, if you could use the word tragedy at all) 
particularly after the drowning o~ the lake, we would have gotten 
a better understanding of George Eastman rs fall ''from high to low 
estate" in the full sense of the v.:ord. However Elizabeth Taylor, 
beautiful and lively as she appeared on the screen was always 
there cushioning the blow$ rtr '11 love you the rest of my lif e0 , 

says she as he is about to go to the 11chairno It was not even 
said with the emotion we :.muld expect from a gir 1 who has had time 
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ito sober up to the fact that her husband almost-to-be has a second 
and more r ealistic side which is diametrically opposed to George, 
t he up-and-coming bathing suit tycoone And our friend Elizabeth 
Taylor is no six year old while all this is going ono As much as 
the pulsing music and close-up shots pushed us, it was a little 
hard to believe that this was a love to go on into eternity., 

Shelley Winters handled her part well, particularly the unaffected_, 
but rehearsed ease with which she delivered her lines c Some of the 
scene transitions were goodo Elizabeth Taylor is, as they say, easy 
on the eyes , and Mr . Clift did his part in a controlled, understated 
and convincing manner, particularly the scene when he first pays an 
evening visit to the uncle's house and the throbbing scene on the 
lake,,tt 

(Answer) 
I have thought a good deal about this film that you saw and I would 
like to comment on what you wroteG 

You alarm me at the apparently casual way you throv'1 around powerful 
terms so powerfully 0 Here at school we spend a lot of time defin
ing the terms we use , altering the initial definitions when valid 
objections are raised to them, and seeing if the definitions we 
arrive at fit the cases that gave rise to our speculations . Usually 
they don•t so that either through laxity on our part or through a 
reali.za~ion of the futility of the endeavor we make a compromise 
for the sake of some kind of progress and content ourwelves with a 
non-verbal agreement . In this condition, when we use a loaded term 
we hope that it strikes the same chord in the listener that it 
strikes in us

0 
This faith in the common understanding remains un

til the discussion makes it obvious that we do not understand the 
same thing at all e When this happens , the previously mentioned 
process starts all over again~ 

I am not particularly interested in seeking definitions to test the 
validity of the drama you spoke of , so I will just explore and see 
what happenso 

Where was t he conflict? Certainly not in George ~ Despite his con
stant attempt to be genuine, there could be no question about what 
he considered valuable g wealth , comfort , Angela ~ This was to him 
the ultimate achievement, and consequently , getting it was the only 
thing that was of importance $ In this sense George is a constant 
and does not undergo any che..nge. This is seen most clearly in his 
love for Angela , .for despite what you think about the permanence 
of their love being an illusion, the important thing is that George 
thought it was permanent and never doubted it for an instante For 
Angela the attitude · may be slightly different , since her need was 
not quite as desperate as Geor gevs , but not substantially~ 
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Lo?king at Angela is much more difficult, since indeed, as you 
poin~ out , she was much more impressive , and hence much less ac
cessible to understanding . But what was she and what did she do? 
Being nurtured in an atmosphere of cultivated and vivacious poise 
she was essentially and completely herself constantly revolving ' 
completely demanding and terribly impressed with just living 0 H~r 
background was one of orthodox luxury, which she had learned to 
a?cept with matter of fact certainty. One could see in her imme
diately that s~e ~ad beauty, and an awareness of that beauty, a 
manufactured.dig~ity, and the stature of position. She possessed 
a false hospitality, an underlying confidence that enabled her to · 
reac~ . corr ectly in all situations, and feelings she could summon 
at will.. Apart from all of this, however, I think she was bored 
~nd ~as Just becoming aware of the fact that her primary problem 
in 11f~ was how not to lead a doled-out existence filled with 
attention, delicate food, leisurely sloth, contin~ntal tours and 
finally a convenient marriage with a husband with whom and nbt f~r 
whom s~e would bear several golden children, all with musical ac
companimen~ . H~r ~ttention ~t this point in her life was probably 
taken up with finding something new and relieving . She was still 
hap~y, bec~use she was still ymmg, but at the same time she was 
a little ripe and along came George 0 

The attraction.between the two was immediate and devastatingly 
power~ul~ Their problem was not how to make their love meaningPui 
but simply how to f ulfill this ferocious compulsion that they b~th' 
felt. 

With this condition prevailing all George could thinl,.. of the 
" . t k " th t ' ~ .nus a .. e · a he had made with the girl from the factory was that 
it was unfortunate and serious . Being an essentially weak person 
and therefo~e one ~rone to confusion and indecision, he could onl; 
r~treat to t?at which he had found permanent and consoling all his 
life, and which formed the major portion of his charm, passivity. 

The one thing that strikes me as the most plainly evident in the 
entire f~l~ is that George never asserts, never in fact really 
does anyuhinge ~verything happens to him, and all he can do is to 
~lunder, hunch his shoulders forward and suffer 0 He almost seems 
in~apable of anything else o Even on the lake when he says he will 
~tick by the girl.from th~ f~ctory, he does not decide, but accepts 
it as an alternative to killing her , and still we are not sure his 
acceptance is that complete . Then we have the drowning the under
st~nding ~f which seems to me now completely inept. Ali he can 
think ~f is Angela, and finally makes a futile attempt at escape. 
When.finally apprehended by the police, he cannot even be coherent 
At time~ he can ' t quite believe that this is happening to him. At • 
o~her times he has a stark awareness that it is happening , and 
simultaneously realizes that he cannot face it . 

wi \, a ra1)idi ty The effects of all that has gone before 11ow congeal · ~h 
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that is both fri ghtening and inevitableo George, pitiful, de
.feated~ hanging on to the hope of freedom which would give him 
new life 9 is convicted and sentenced to deatho Angela is com
pletely stunned 9 and gradually begins to acquire a distant wis
dom that one often sees in the eyes of the sick .. 

The last thing that George can do, as a futile attempt to make 
his death bearable is to find himself guilty of something, not 
realizing that to feel guilt one must be capable of sin, and 
George did not even have the consolation of that. There is a 
tender scene in the death house where Angela, trying to be cau
tious, swears eternal love, after which George goes off to his 
death thinking only of Angela,, and desperately clutching a com
plete misunderstanding of everything that has happened to him. 

(Part of another letter) 
"Your description of Angela stands as it is, but your thoughts of 
George r u11 contesto As you say things keep happening to him; he 
frequently blunders; he lurches forward and suffers. Gould all 
this be traceable to the f'act that George might be still inwardly 
a boy--externally mannish, but internally a boy? I don 1t mean to 
imply by this that being a boy inwardly is bad, all of us retain 
boyish habits, boyish attitudes, some of which go by the way each 

· day while others germinate and with some stimulation grow into 
the fruition of manhoodo But George--George, the external man 
and internal boy--is placed in a situation where the boyish atti
tudes and qualities are stunted, can not grow or expand. He is 
being trainedo It is not the type of training th~t encourages 
growth of any kind. rt as the good, old, up-and-coming standard
ized training they feed to classes on the sales of toilet cream 
(or bathing suits) , and it is this type of thing that George is 
getting up to the eyes by the tycooning son of an Eastman who 
purports to be out for the boygs good~ No outlets, nothing but 
efficiency reports, one room in a strange city, lavish parties~ 
minor salary, rich relatives 9 making the grade _, nothing to go 
back to but a Salvation Army atmosphere. Consequently when 
George gets interested in girlsy his interest embodies all lack 
of other means of ex.pressionj all the frustration~ and becomes 
nei. ther normal nor reasonable r eally. It r anges from promiscuity 
to thoughts of murder (which to me now seem to be only a wad of 
dislike and antagonistic emotion again regardless of what the 
pounding musical accompaniment would have us believe) to an un
dyi ng interest in a girl whose background and interests and means 
are so different from his that 'you can 1t help wondering just how 
the relationship rea ches the stage that it doeso Girls like 
l i ttle Angela (don 1t underestimate her) want someone who is a 
good motor boat partner j swimmer, can speak a little French, wear 
their col.or of tweed, smoke this kind 0f pipe, amuse them~ And 
this :is where it doesnut add up., When he is convicted and his 
other side emerges t ci the view of Angela, it would not be like 
Angela (but Hollywood and Elizabeth Taylor would have us believe 
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it ;,roulc. be ::._ikE .• :~ngela) to visit th ,11 . . 
Angela would probably take a tr' t esce - .. An5ela, the real 
everythincr she could t '- h 1 (lp . o un Valley' after doing 
waiting a , ) . 0 e_p' car.Js; magazines wllile you ar"' 

' ' eorge, until everything bl ~ 
bnck in time for the ice lr t. ew over and she could get 
no tragedy It was t s .. a ing seas. on~ Their love affair was 

~ · no even a love affair L 
mutual understanding and und t d~ . ove comes from 
disregarding the fact that G er~ an ing be~ween ~ngela and Georg~ 
would have been if not unlik elorbe twals holdi~g ~ui te a bit back, 

e y, a . east difficult. 

Whatever tragedy there w t t 
that bathing suit factor~s s ~r ed as soon as George walked into 
to the watchman. H t.1'i. an presented ~~e scribbled .... on-card 
vender fo ·a e was ike someone holding out a ticket to a 

- r a ri e on the loop-o-plane th 1 
an? awe before something he knew nothtn efsam; ook of curiosity 
Clift portrayed should hav b . . g o • ~he George that 
. e een on a C<':"J.pus so h ing team, and not tos · . b . J '-· - · mew ere or a row-
beauties all .over the swring ~xes WJ. ch photos of supine bathing 

apping paper." 

(Answer) 
Why didn't you r;- 0 on? D 't 
unfai·r interpretat. . espi e ~ few c~ntradictions and a rather 
fictional A ~ · 1. • ion of. sometlnng that, 't·.ras not in t~1e film (the 

nge a JOU conJu~ed up) you m h h . 
you inferred that the t ~ · .. . a~ ave ad something when 
George' and the trar;-ic ~oangid~t~c t;i.on w~~ che ~ocial action of 
• · a i icn was nis social ;P c.· .1. · h" involves a completely different ·" ,- . O.:il vJ.on. T is 
but at this point I suspect th .1. u~aetrhs:~nding of. t~e word, tragedy' 

· av ""ny lug is legitimate .. 

If it W~ S tracic in this economic~1 a .1.h . . 
American . The trouble is th t · :f~ 0ense,. v ?nit is certainly 
flict of situations tragic ~he l ri we, ~:e _1nlhn~ to ca~l the con
not finish the cycle o"' bo' f' ? °' ~?'-c ing that is sad i.e. does 
?irl' is tragic , Unde~ thrs ~~~:r;~~~di~~Y,,10Psles gi71, .L~)oy gets 
is a perfect r: 1 f .1. o ace in vLle .Sunrt 
and nothing m~::·np r~hao .1. dvhe unhtahpipy1 ending with sophistication• 

• w v o you nJ.{?:'? -

(Fragment from another letter.) 
"?Ul I c · ·1-h • J 
m~sic -by a~c;rf~;tif ~1h~n. I read your remarks is of a piece of 
o. little too fluid' t~n~~i~~.~~;ei:r~~f: w~~~ conceived, but just 
yo:;i, are SG.ying a bout the film as.., a wh ;1i?i ble. Can you put what 
I appreciate wha t irou Tfe"'"'e s~~ • b o_e into unadorned verbiage? 
• t1 " ... - ayino a out clef· · -:- · , 
lf ''Oll ,-1,on I+ T r•:int ·'- o ·'- , .... . 0 ini vlOn' .::mt try evr.o.n 

t1 · ' ·- v "' ' "' u , 00 cte1ine O r · ,, • ~ 

and then comment a little more br~a~~;~11 0ome hint of your criteria, 

(Answer) 
You are ri P-ht 
tral issue; b~t 
economical. 

I think. I was :logging the question a bout th$ cen.
I am still a little hesitant, so I will try to be 

I tried t o outline in what I wrote you +h r-
v e na·uure of the two prin-
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cipal characters, t he nature of the conflict(which was not a con
flict between them) and the nature of its resolution, Perhaps 
the thesis that was imminent in this analysis of parts is that as 
a arama, the film was a good try, I think you had the same feeling 
when you said, 11There was the making of tragedy there.

11 

If I must take a stand, I say that the film was not tragic, or 
perhaps even better, that George was not a tragic hero. I say 
this because I do not think he had or even aspired to any sort of 
real greatness. He did have great things happen to him, but be
cause of his own unnecessary inability to face them, deal with 
them, and incorporate them into his life, they produced nothing 

but his meaningless destruction. 

Situations are not the essence of tragedy; they only make tragedy 
possible. The tragic action as I understand it takes place with
in the person, and as I perceived no positive, creative response 
on the part of George, which would have manifested itself in ac
tion of some kind (since t he medium of drama is the medium of ac
tion) I can not say, as much as I would want to·, that he was a 

tragic hero. 
You may ask what meaning the film had at all, since most people 
who saw it, were impressed, and glibly pronounced it " good"(as 
I did myself). Isn1t it sufficient however to say that we thought 
it was good, simply because it was so impres sive? 

One could if one felt the compulsion concoct some kind of social 
message out of the character of George, and take him as the pro
totype of the modern or American man. This would certainly be 
an interesting and no doubt fruitful endeavor, but one which 
would be a little too ambitious for ' me right now o 

(This l ast reply did not provoke another return . ) 

ROBERT G. RAZO 
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STATISTICS, ETC 

ON 1\·IAY 17 c~ll ' 1952 a t 8:10 PM Mr Peter l\lei~b~re.tlors' undertook to s~eak on ~~~~~ 't ?ne of Mor~imer Adler's 
as ong wanted to mak c s ics' a subJ ect Mr 

lecture lasted one hour ana .e1c~ear ~o st. John's students • Th 
casualties. The following ·w:seve~ lllJ.nutes; there were onl~ eig~t mao.e abundantly clear : 

That statistics deals with arti . . 
That statistics deals . h P b cu_l~s~ not umversals. 
That statistics does n:~t d pri° ~b~lity ' no~ ~ertainty. 
That statistics is not opp ea dw1t probability. 
That b b"l" . . ose to truth. 

pro a .J ity ..rs relatJ.ve to the b . 
That masses f "d . o server. 

0 ev1 ence make p · · 
That one contradict~ry fact ~oposmons more probable • 

statistical proposiu" can estroy the truth of a 
Th nl . on. 

Repeated 
6 times 

10 ~.imes 
6 times 
5 times 
:3 times 
3 times 

6 times 
at o y the addition of a meta h . 1 statistics all P ysica assumption to 

N-----· -··· -·-·--9~~~~tement to be posited 
0 • repeated statements mad~:·a--·--~--~ 0 

· -· 8 times 

1

Average No . . · No. repetitions: :47 
· • repetitions· 5 675· u . • ' i~1eanNo.repetitions· 6 5· M d f .. 

Th f 

. · • ' 0 e o repeuuons: 6 

. e ollow.mg exampl . . The falli b d es were also used: Repeated 
ng o Y example 

The red streetcar example . . 9 times 
The swan example · 6 Th t~s 

M 
e ~aryland students example . 10 times 

enuon of the la t h -Th ·A; o s c apter of ·Aristotle's P 9 times e . sand B s example . . os teirior AnaJyt fos 1 time 

'.·,o,exarnpleS oseG: · 6 · .· . 28 times ·A . • . ' .. ' Nci. repetitioQs: 63 : '.' . , 
. vernge No repeutions· 10 5· M . . - . , . • ~ ean No. repetitions· 14 5· M d f .. • · • ' 0 e o repetltloli: 9 

No~ examples _ gj 
Noo statements - 8 9 a documentation factor of 7.875 

No. ~~D.].Q.~.~~~ = . ..Q.3 l' h l l time 7 p s ig t y ess than one example per minute 

time 71 
No. statements::. -8 9 one statement every 8 875 · . • .minutes 

time 
CaSualt1es ::.. 

71 -~p one crasualty every 8.875 minutes. 

As the probabilitv of a . supported by statisti· c. s- ~n~l~ningful question period seemed 
L d i:;a,en of the b - un-
i.,owar Woodward Hall and s· num er of people walking 
::!~~ysical or whim~ical w~;c~en~h~::;'dco~d think of any reason 

ome at. 9:21 PM, May 17, 1952. a end, all of ill! friends 
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Who was Peter Wolff? 

We filed out after his lecture 9 bored to the state of senseless
nessj but not entirely unenlightened. For a full day afterwards 
Mr~ Wolff seemed to have disappeared. A few 9 on Sunday morning, 
saw hi.m again for an hourg this time the curious were neither 
bored not u:nenlightenede Perhaps this has something to do with 
what he had to sayo 

Sunday morningvs oral examination for the Master's degree started 
i.n where the Friday lecture left off • 11It is impossible to make 
an induction without making some comment on the 1netaphysical ques
tion of reality .. 11 His Master's thes.is was built around the posi
tions of Carnap and Reichenbach but the essence of the paper was 
the application of St ~ John 1s language tutorial questions to this 
statemento "Where do you put reality?H ttWhat part is played by 
chance? by accident? by number?" rtWhat is the difference between 
a posit and a wager?" In the language of Sto John's, (and perhaps 
in the language of the li.beral arts), Mr .. Wolff could be said to 
have given statistical induction a grammatical explanation. In 
this line Mrc Wolff was successful,. 

Was Friday~s lecture likewise a grammatical inquiry? Yes. Why 
was it taken so poorly by us? Only a closer look at Mr. Wolff 
can answer that ., 

}1ra Wolff has a unique distinction - not too uncommon as a matter 
of facto Through a peculiarity of rhetoric he molds his style to 
fit the person he i.s talking to., When speaking with Mr. Wilkinson 
it pops and jiggles, when. speaking w.J.th Mr .. Wilson i.t ponders and 
measures; confused by the sea o:f innocent faces Friday night it 
became as sterile as we appeared to hima This is not goodo It 
is simply poor rhetoric. But, to hope for improvement is the best 
we can do.. The capable rhetorician realizes the importance of his 
own thoughts and humbly leads others into contact with them. 

However, our rhetoric was no better. Good rhetoric in the listener 
ls an active search for all the things a. speaker may be saying. 
Sometimes it is not possible to see all the things a poet says. 
Sometimes it is possible to see much more than what a merely wise 
man actually sayso It was up to us to cut through 1'1r .. Wolff's 
overexemplification and realize the importance of the grammar of 
statistics he was setting up for us., Statistics is a much abused 
science. The name itself is strange to us, but we should all see 
by now its close relation to pet words l.ike ninducti6n 11 , 11 chancen, 
11 probable 11 , nmeaningless" 9 "accident11

9 and 11hyp6thesis 11 • It is 
not likely that the lecture or the Master's thesi.s would have 
come .from any one other than an ex-St .. John's· student. Some lec
turers in the past .9 being unfamiliar with the terrain j have said 
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